
Multi-Passionate Mastery Podcast
Episode 5: How I gain Massive Momentum in my biz as a Multi-Passionate [Transcript]

[00:00:00] Welcome to the Multi-Passionate Mastery Podcast. The podcast where
creatives come to embrace their talents as a gift, not a burden. I am your host, D'Ana
Joi, lover of crystals and house plants and mom to a very cute rescue pup named Chai.
Together, we'll explore how to finally make friends with focus, ditching overwhelm and
idea fatigue once and for all, and how to be unapologetic about who you are as a
multi-passionate. But I'm not just going to pump you up with a bunch of empowerment
content. I'm going to give you tools and practices that you can implement starting today.
It's time to unlock your Multi-Passionate Mastery. Let's begin.

[00:00:47] Before we get into today's episode, I want to let you know that applications
for my group coaching experience, The Unapologetic Multi-Passionate, are now open.
The Unapologetic Multi-Passionate is my 12-week coaching program where we explore
three core pillars.

[00:01:06] The first segment is dedicated to Unapologetic Self-Acceptance. You'll learn
about your Human Design, and I'll introduce you to my signature Multi-Passionate
Mastery Framework so that you can begin to look at your talents as a gift, not a burden.

[00:01:22] Then we'll move into Unapologetic Focus. We will go through a live
masterclass experience that will unlock an entirely new way to approach focus in your
day-to-day life and will blow your mind. My clients love this segment.

[00:01:39] From there, we will move into crafting your most Unapologetic Offerings. This
means offerings that aligned with your big dreams but can be realized today.

[00:01:50] If you're curious to learn more or think you might be a great fit for the
program, tap the link in our show notes or visit multipassionatemastery.com/apply. I look
forward to seeing you in there.

[00:02:04] Hello, my love, and thank you for joining me for today's episode. This is going
to be a really exciting one because I'm going to talk about how I have gained massive
momentum as a multi-passionate entrepreneur. Since leaving my 9-5 less than a year
ago, I have accomplished quite a bit. And before I run down this list, I want to be very
clear that I am not saying that the only measure of success is how much you produce.
There are many unconventional success metrics, and I would love to get into that in
another episode, but for today, I am going to talk about what I have accomplished.



[00:02:44] As you listen, I want you to consider that there was a time when I could not
complete even one project because I couldn't focus long enough to get anything done.
These days, I have mastered my relationship with focus, and that's why I'm dedicating
the entire first season of this podcast to the topic of focus. And it's also why I wrote my
ebook called Finally Focused. In that ebook, I teach you my 3-Part Focus Framework
and how you can use it and experiment with it to create your own unique relationship
with focus as a multi-passionate. And that's exactly what I've done to gain massive
momentum.

[00:03:26] So, let me go ahead and give you my list, and I'm going to do this off the top
of my head, so hopefully I can remember everything. Since leaving my job in less than a
year, I have written and published my first ebook. I have created a signature group
coaching program with amazing clients. I've created a signature course all about project
management for multi-passionates where I took my experience from working as a
project manager in my last 9-5 and put it in the context of being multi-passionate and
how project management can really serve you.

[00:04:07] I've experimented with various business models, such as a pop-up
memberships. And I have not been afraid to take risks and try things that I have not
seen done before. I hired my first VA, and our working relationship is something that I
am extremely proud of because we work so well together.

[00:04:31] And I launched a podcast. If you're listening to this, that means I successfully
completed that project as well. I've also been sending emails to my Love Letter List
consistently. Having a presence on social media that is not draining because I honor my
own energy and will take breaks as I need to.

[00:04:53] I've updated my website with a complete rebrand and even did a
collaboration with my friends over at Tonic Site Shop, where they shared the story of
how I used their templates and they blasted that to their audience. I've written a guest
article for the Rising Tide Society blog. I was featured in the Multi-Passionate
Must-Haves Bundle curated by Emilie Wapnick. I was also added to her directory as a
featured coach to work with if you are a multi-passionate.

[00:05:26] I am not just proud of what I've been able to accomplish, but again, I'm proud
of the fact that I accomplished even just a single one of these things because there was
a time in my life where I did not have a relationship with focus that supported me with
completing what I started. And today I want to talk to you about how I gain momentum
and how I finish what I start. Specifically, Active Focus is what I want to talk to you about
today. I will link to the episode in the show notes where we talk about Intensive Focus. If



you haven't listened to that, then right after this, please check that one out because
that's very important as well. But today I'm going to talk about Active Focus because I
believe that it is the momentum builder.

[00:05:26] I am not just proud of what I've been able to accomplish, but again, I'm proud
of the fact that I accomplished even just a single one of these things because there was
a time in my life where I did not have a relationship with focus that supported me with
completing what I started. And today I want to talk to you about how I gain momentum
and how I finish what I start.

[00:05:55] Specifically, Active Focus is what I want to talk to you about today. I will link
to the episode in the show notes where we talk about Intensive Focus. If you haven't
listened to that, then right after this, please check that one out because that's very
important as well. But today I'm going to talk about Active Focus because I believe that
it is the momentum builder.

[00:06:19] So what is Active Focus, and how can it help you gain momentum? Active
Focus is the type of focus that we all know so well. I lovingly call it "messy bun, get it
done" energy. It's the type of focus that we're using when we are doing the actual work
that needs to be done in order to move a project forward all the way through to
completion. It's when you are writing the email and scheduling it out. It's when you're
recording the modules for your course. It's when you're actively nurturing and building
relationships and following up on those collaboration opportunities that land in your
DMs.

[00:07:03] That's the energy of Active Focus, and it's very powerful for multi-passionates
to have a positive relationship with this type of focus in order to gain momentum. And
it's not as difficult as it may seem when you use my 3-Part Focus Framework. If you
want to learn my entire Focus Framework from top to bottom, my ebook is the perfect
place to start. I'm going to link to that in the show notes in case you want to check it out.

[00:07:33] So here's how I use Active Focus on a day to day basis to gain momentum in
my business. After having my Intensive Focus session on Monday, I dedicate Tuesdays
to being my Active Focus day. That means that I don't take calls on Tuesdays. The only
calls that I'll ever do on Tuesday are group coaching calls with my clients, and those
tend to be in the later afternoon so that I can get any work done that I need to get done
earlier in the day. I like to do this on Tuesdays because Tuesdays are ruled by Mars,
and Mars has an energy that kicks us into high gear and helps us get things done.
[00:08:15] I also always create what I like to call my Active Focus Hit List, and I provide
a checklist where you can do this in my ebook. When I write out my Active Focus Hit



List, I make sure that I'm aware of any subtasks that also go into the main task that I'm
writing down.

[00:08:35] I mentioned that I created a signature course recently, and that course has a
module called Subtask Clarity. Subtask Clarity means that when you write down a task,
you know that it's not just one task. You're looking at the main task and then all the
smaller tasks that are going to contribute to bringing the main task to completion.

[00:08:59] Knowing this and planning out my schedule and my task lists in this way
helps me to create a realistic list of what I can get done from one day to the next. It also
helps me track my progress and know exactly where I've left off if I need to pick
something back up the next day.

[00:09:23] The reason I front-load my Active Focus task on Tuesdays is because
whatever does not get completed, I can allocate throughout the rest of the week. This is
how I gain massive momentum. And I know it's so simple, but it works. Front-loading my
tasks on the day when I have the most energy helps me to feel that I'm honoring myself
and my personal relationship with focus.

[00:09:52] I know that Tuesdays are a high energy day because not only are they ruled
by Mars, as I mentioned, but I have already had my Intensive Focus session on
Monday. And, as I mentioned in our Intensive Focus episode, that type of focus is the
clarity provider. So once I've got that clarity, then it's time to create momentum. And
that's where my Active Focus sessions come in.

[00:10:22] So simply by front-loading my tasks on Tuesdays and then allocating
whatever doesn't get done throughout the rest of the week, knowing exactly what's
going into a task, including the subtasks, that's what's helped me gain momentum. It
really is that simple.

[00:10:40] The other thing that I do, which we'll get into more detail in another episode is
I honor Passive and Non-Focus. Passive Focus means I take breaks. I love to use the
Pomodoro Method so that I'm working in shorter spurts and then taking breaks. There's
also an amazing playlist on Spotify. I will link to it in the show notes, and it's a playlist
that has great music to focus and work too, but it also has reminders to get up and
stretch and move your body throughout your Active Focus session. So I'm going to link
to that in the show notes, and I highly recommend it.

[00:11:22] Taking breaks ensures that I'm not glazing over or working myself beyond my
tipping point. And the more often that I can honor my own flow of energy, the more



momentum I gain because focusing on the task in front of me doesn't feel daunting. It
feels energizing. But if we never take breaks, and if we just try to work all the way
through the entire afternoon and skip lunch just because we want to get something
done, then focusing feels like something that we want to dread. So by using all three
types of focus in my framework, I get excited about my Active Focus sessions. I show
up ready and committed to doing what I need to do in order to gain momentum.

[00:12:14] Another way that I've gained momentum, in addition to working the
framework, is delegating. Let me be completely transparent. A lot of what I've been able
to accomplish is because I have the most amazing virtual assistant ever, and I know
how to delegate and communicate very clearly to her what my needs are from one week
to the next. And I give her all the tools that she needs in order to feel confident in her
tasks and be set up for success. I teach about delegating as a creative in my signature
course, and I'll link to that in the show notes as well in case you're interested.

[00:12:53] Sticking to my framework and actually looking forward to focusing and getting
work done is a huge part of what's helped me gain momentum. Delegating to my virtual
assistant is another really big piece as well, and the third piece is I create environments
that support my focus. I would love to do a whole podcast episode on that, so I'm not
going to get into too much detail right now, but basically if I'm having trouble focusing at
home, I pack up my bag, and I go to the coffee shop. I don't wander around my house,
wondering why I can't get it together because that's just creating frustration around the
topic of focus. And I want to keep my energy in my relationship with focus clear and
open and supportive.

[00:13:48] That's the vibe that I've got going with focus, and that's why I'm able to gain
so much momentum. Because for me, focusing is fun, and I never thought I would say
that as a multi-passionate. Sometimes, I still am shook at the fact that I wrote an ebook
about focus because several years ago I was someone who simply just could not do it. I
couldn't focus. I didn't know what to start with first, and I didn't know what to prioritize.
And I didn't know how to move the needle because I had so much I wanted to do, and I
just wanted to do everything. If you can relate to that feeling, I definitely want you to
check out my ebook. What I teach in there, that 3-Part Focus Framework, it's simple,
but it works. We don't have to overcomplicate things in order to see super impactful
results.

[00:14:38] There are a lot of other things that have contributed to me gaining
momentum in my business, but I don't want to make this episode too long. And I want to
give you the top things that have really supported me and helped the most. So let me do
a quick recap and then we'll wrap this episode up.



[00:14:58] The number one thing that has helped me gain massive momentum in my
business as a multi-passionate creative is working my 3-Part Focus Framework. When
you feel excited about focusing, and it's not something that you dread, completing your
task is inevitable because you actually want to do it. I cannot stress how powerful that
is.

[00:15:26] Also when I'm making my list of tasks, I'm not just thinking about the main
thing I want to accomplish. I'm looking at all of the subtasks that also go into it. This
helps me map out my days in a more realistic way, and it lets me accomplish my goals
instead of feeling like I'm always catching up and behind.

[00:15:49] Next, I delegate to my virtual assistant. If there are things that I don't actually
need to be doing that I could easily explain to her, I let her handle it. And that gives me
so much time and energy back and has absolutely helped me gain a shit ton of
momentum. Shout out to my amazing VA, Maggie. I so appreciate you.

[00:16:12] The third piece is I create environments that support my focus.

[00:16:18] I hope that my story about how I finally learned to not only finish what I start
but keep that momentum going has been inspiring for you. Thanks so much for
listening, and I'll see you in the next episode.

[00:16:32] Thank you for tuning in to the Multi-Passionate Mastery Podcast. If you
received anything valuable, send it to a friend. I know you've got some creative people
in your life who need to hear this. Also, please take a moment to pop over to iTunes and
leave a review. Even sharing one sentence about how you feel about this podcast can
help us reach the hearts and ears of more multi-passionates. If you're not exactly sure
how to leave a review, I've left some instructions for you down in the show notes.
Thanks again, and I'll see you in the next episode.

Links Mentioned in Show Notes:

Grab the Finally Focused eBook: https://joi-knows-how.com/e-book

Get the Project Planning Power Pack:
https://joi-knows-how.com/project-planning-power-pack

https://joi-knows-how.com/e-book
https://joi-knows-how.com/project-planning-power-pack


Multi-Passionate Mastery Episode 3:
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1oHRX2jqAYpEv4xd6Qdnsg?si=93368958aa5e41c7

Zone In Playlist on Spotify:
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5Xri7owSWEBA8HTztJVw09?si=p6WnyVB8TmauEjYl
3C4uKQ

How to leave a review: https://multipassionatemastery.com/review

Connect with Joi on Instagram: https://instagram.com/joi.knows.how
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